
         
         
         

   

 

ENGLISH: to continue 

‘The Giant’s Necklace’ by Michael Morpurgo  

Writing focus: Fiction – Dialogue, formal and informal writing 

Grammar focus: Revision  

Spelling focus: Revision of spelling list rules and words for years 5 and 6   

 

MATHS: We will focus on maths projects in real life situations.  

 

RE: Islam: Five pillars of Islam and Zakah 

  

SCIENCE TOPIC: How can you light up your life? (Science)  
Revise making complete circuits. 
 

P.E TOPIC: Athletics  

Please ensure that your child has a labelled full and correct PE kit for the indoor and 

outdoor sessions. It will be sent home on Fridays and should be back at school on 

Mondays. PE sessions are still on Tuesdays and Fridays this term.  

 

GEOGRAPHY TOPIC: I am a year 6 pupil: can you get me out of here! 
(Geography) 
Focus: Design the map of the infant playground with scale and the key. 

 

FRENCH: Learn how to describe someone in French.   

 

 

 

 

 

St Benedict’s Class: Mrs McFeat                       St Brigid’s Class: Mrs Haywood-White 

We have started looking at the production in Year 6 and the children are very excited about 

it. The lyrics to all songs are on GSUITE Year 6 main page for the children to learn.  

 

Next Week’s Curriculum: 



Reading:  Please continue using BUGCLUB and reading books of your choice from now on.   

Spelling : Please revise the spellings for the year. Children will be given spellings at 

random from this point on. The full spelling list for the year will be on GSUITE under the 

homework tab or please see the previous homework letter.   

 

MATHS:: The answer to your last week’s 

homework:    

 

Have a go at this new question. The answer is in next week’s letter.  

 



  Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar: Please look through your CGP 

booklet and revise the areas that you have covered in class and for your homework.  

Summer HALF TERMLY PROJECT:  

Your new project is… ‘MY JOURNEY WITH ST THOMAS BECKET’. You can use PowerPoints, art 

posters, booklets, stories, fact files, mind maps… Be as creative as you can be for your last 

project of the year. Submission will be in early July. 


